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The 20\textsuperscript{th} century witnesses a tremendous attention of software engineering research activities such as modeling, design, quality assurance, security, testing, architecture, reuse, languages, cost estimation, reliability, education and many others. Software methods and techniques expanded such that no single engineer can handle all methods in his domain. Software itself was not the target but how software can serve diversity of application in business; manufacture process modeling, imaging systems design, automation and control, space and military systems. This session shall cover two topics of interest: software reliability and software cost estimation and how fuzzy logic can provide innovative solutions for these problems.

1. Software reliability is defined according to J. Muse in 1987 as, “the probability of failure free operation of a computer program in a specified environment for a specified period of time”. Failure process modeling represents a challenge because of the various natures of faults discovered and the methodologies to be used in order to isolate the faults. Unstable and unreliable software system can affect people life.

2. Developing cost-effective software systems became a challenge due to the \textit{increasing complexity of software systems}. To bid for software system contracts we must estimate the cost of a project. Accurate estimation of effort and time will have a great impact on budget computation and project success. Inaccurate estimates could lead to failure to make a profit, possibility for incomplete project, and delay of project delivery date.

This special session seeks submissions of papers which represent new trends in software reliability and cost/effort estimation using fuzzy logic or hybrid fuzzy logic methods. Papers should present original work that has not been published or considered for publication. Papers with real-world industrial applications are especially welcomed. The main topic of the special session includes fuzzy logic aided software reliability and cost estimation, theory and applications.
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Important Dates

- Paper submission
  **February 8, 2015**
- Notification of acceptance for papers
  **March 23, 2015**
- Camera-ready paper submission
  **April 21, 2015**
- Early registration deadline
  **April 23, 2015**
- Conference
  **August 2-5, 2015**
Submission of the papers

Please submit your papers for this special session to both the organizers and conference online submission system (http://fuzzieee2015.org/) by indicating the title of the special session.